Simple Bifilar MAGnetic Coil Connection Techniques

The most common connection scheme is shown in the ‘MAG to Spooky #1’ and ‘MAG to Spooky #2’ pictures. This is the most versatile connection scheme because it uses the MAG to generate:

- Simple Magnetic Waves
- Complex Magnetic Waves
- Scalar Waves

Using the Spooky Boost allows for more powerful Simple Magnetic Waves and more powerful Scalar Waves. Generating Complex waves while using the Spooky Boost is beyond the scope of this simple connection write up.

- Simple Magnetic Waves see (‘MAG Using Boost #1’ and ‘MAG Using Boost #2’ pictures)
- Scalar Waves see (‘MAG Using Boost #1’ and ‘MAG Using Boost #3’ pictures)

Please note the Reverser/Inverter cable is used to replace one of the standard ‘AC plug to RCA Phone plug’ cables. The Reverser/Inverter cable has RED Bands on wire as seen in the picture.

**NOTE:** When using the Spooky Boost versions 1, 2, or 3, various BNC connector types will be needed. The ‘MAG Using Boost #3’ picture uses a T-barrel BNC which allows two BNC connections to be converted to a single BNC connection.